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A ‘Know-it-all’ Foreigner’s Experience of France for the First Time

About Myself  

My name is Jayde Sherron and I am seventeen years old. At school I am a member of the 

International Baccalaureate program, National French Honor Society, and French club. I have 

had three years of French and I am very excited to go into my fourth.

Who Doesn’t Daydream of Traveling to France?

 To be honest after sitting in classrooms filled with pictures of famous French monuments 

like the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, and Mont St Michel for two years I fell in love with 

France. The more French I learned the more I grew to love the language, the culture, the 

architecture, and don’t forget the fashion. A whole other reason by itself to go on the trip is 

simply: The Eiffel Tower. I have an Eiffel Tower ornament in my car, pictures of it around my 

room, my bedspread has Eiffel Towers on it, I have a mirror in the shape of the Eiffel Tower, and 

I even wrote a paper on it. The background on my computer? Yep, you guessed it, The Eiffel 

Tower. So it’s really an understatement to say that I was excited that I was getting the chance to 

see the Eiffel Tower in person. As soon as I saw the signs hanging around school advertising the 

trip I jumped on the opportunity even though I knew I had to wait a whole year before I would be 

going. I couldn’t wait to try using my French with actual fluent French speaking people. Sure I 

heard the rumors about how French people were rude to Americans, but I didn’t care, it was 

freaking France! I also knew that by the time we left for the trip I would have finished my third 



year of French, so I would know enough to get by at least. It was too big of an opportunity to 

pass up. 

Did the Experience of France Live Up to the Daydreams?

 Honestly I was really only excited for Paris and the Eiffel Tower, I thought that 

everything else was just going to be extra. I had also thought that I would be speaking pretty 

good French with lots of people. Boy was I proved wrong. I quickly learned that I was not as 

good as I thought with speaking French after not understanding when the waiter asked us what 

we wanted to drink, luckily he spoke English, but it was a wakeup call. Starting in Nice and 

ending in Paris with everything else in between was fantastic for the overall experience of the 

trip. Many of my most favorite memories are of things that were not in Paris. Having an entire 

afternoon of exploring in Nice filled with shopping, ice cream, and relaxing on the pebble beach 

is one of my favorite things that we got to do. Also a city that I had never heard of called St Malo 

was just breathtaking. St Malo is a walled in city so small that you could walk across the entire 

thing in about five minutes, which we did so we could go to the beach. France was not at all what 

I had expected, it was surprising, confusing, and much less fairytale like than what I had 

previously thought, but at the same time it was so much better than I could have ever imagined.

The Effort to Capture Every Detail:

 Gosh how did I not document the trip? I took hundreds pictures with my camera and my 

phone. I took a picture of just about every meal; it was a must before I could touch my food and 

if I forgot to take before I started eating I told everyone to freeze so I could get a picture of 

someone else’s. I posted multiple pictures on Instagram and Facebook to keep everyone back 



home updated with what was going on. I also kept a journal while I was abroad. The journal was 

more like a diary because I tried to write about every experience each day. Just to give an 

example of things I wrote about here is a passage of what I wrote from my journal on the first 

night: “Today we finally landed in Nice. The hotel we are staying in is super cute but, it is 

definitely a culture shock because everything is so tiny! Bathrooms, roads, elevators, and even 

staircases. Nice is absolutely beautiful. It doesn’t really look French though because of the palm 

trees everywhere. The buildings look really cool.” 

Watch out! How the Surprises of France Had Potential Danger:

 Pedestrians don’t have the right of way, and not only was that surprising; it was 

terrifying. After the first few minutes and definitely many more times over the trip, it seemed like 

all the cars were trying to run us over. Our tour guide had to remind us over and over to be 

careful because the drivers in France actually speed out when someone steps out in front of them 

rather than slow down. It was just another thing about France that contrasts from American 

culture. Also the French really take the motto of ‘it happens’ to heart when it comes to car 

accidents because each person has to pay for their own damage, so it isn’t a huge deal when there 

is a fender bender or something. When I know that here we would have to pull over to the side of 

the road, examine the damage, apologize, and exchange insurance information while the French 

just keep going on with their daily routine. 

Turns Out I Didn’t Know as Much as I Thought:

 I really surprised myself with how much of French I actually did NOT know. I thought oh 

three years, pfft I got this. I even had these little French phrase books that I was studying while 



waiting in the airport. In reality I was not actually that prepared. It was pretty shocking the first 

time that we were allowed to split into different groups for lunch and we completely blanked 

when the waiter asked us what we wanted to drink in fluent French. I thought I heard the word 

‘boire’ which I knew meant to drink but, I just needed a minute to process after hearing fluent-

conversational French for the first time ever. He just spoke so quick, I was very surprised being 

used to the slow formal French I had been hearing for three years at school. Our waiter did speak 

English thankfully but, we did tell him that we were students and at least wanted to try our 

French, which we did by ordering in French. After a couple of days I ended surprising even 

myself when my friends forgot certain things they were going to ask the waiter and I was the one 

who had to speak for them because there were a lot of places we went to where our waiters did 

not know English. It felt pretty cool, I must admit, to be able to speak French to a native speaker 

and they understand me even if it was pretty broken. 

Pictures of Monuments in Textbooks or Online Don’t Live Up to the Real Thing:

 To be able to see the Arc de Triomphe and the Eiffel Tower which I had studied so much 

at school was so breathtaking and amazing it tears to my eyes, not going to lie I may have shed a 

tear or two. Also seeing the places gave me solid proof that I was actually in France. It is really 

hard to process that you’re in a different country until you are literally standing in front of the 

thing you’ve googled and looked at pictures of for as long as you could remember thinking “I’m 

going to go there one day,” and then you’re actually there. It just blows my mind. It almost 

doesn’t register that these monuments of France are actually tangible and then when it’s right 

there in front of you, it’s like a dream. I actually had to go touch the walls of the Arc de 

Triomphe and walk underneath it to believe that it was real. Same with the Eiffel Tower; I had to 



touch the iron and metal that made up the structure and go up to the top to really believe it. The 

other thing made the monuments so incredible was that they were so huge; I had never really 

given thought to their size. The Eiffel tower being three-hundred feet didn’t mean anything to me 

while I read it online or heard about it but, actually seeing it and what that meant for the size of 

the tower was something so insane I cannot even put it into words. 

Our First and Only Trip to McDonald’s:

 We only had about two hours for lunch and to explore around the Champs-Élysées, so 

instead of going to a sit down restaurant which could take up to an hour and a half, our little 

group decided to go somewhere quick for lunch. We strolled awhile before finding a 

McDonald’s, shouldn’t be too complicated right? That’s not exactly how it panned out. The 

McDonald’s was huge; all that I could see was mobs upon mobs of people. Sticking out like little 

buoys among the sea of crowded bodies were these green kiosks called easy stations. The kiosks 

had touch screens and allowed you to choose a language, you could order your meal there and 

pick it up at the easy station counter, which I thought would be much easier than trying to order 

at the register among the crowds and trying to shout my broken French over all the noise. Well 

first the machine wouldn’t take my card and it took me three different times for it to finally 

process. After getting my receipt I got in line to pick up my meal at the counter. I watched as 

every person in front of me and even a couple behind me got their food. The lady at the counter 

looked at me pointed to the left, and said “a la caisse.” I thought she was telling me to move over 

to the left and get out of the way so others could get their orders. She looked at me and said it 

again, when I just looked her she pointed more forcefully and shouted, “A LA  CAISSE!” At the 

time I had no clue what she was saying and I didn’t understand why I couldn’t just get my food 



like everyone else but, I got out of the line and was forced among the chaos of  the ten different 

cash registers. 

As I stood confused in the line I saw others that I knew who were on the trip with us 

heading my way with wide eyes. We talked amongst ourselves confused about how we were 

forced out of the line to come over here. Eventually we just decided to wait in line at the cash 

registers and showed the workers our receipts from the easy station. After what seemed like an 

eternity I got my food but, by the time I found my friends they were all almost finished! I had to 

practically inhale my food because everyone else was ready to go walk around. That trip to 

McDonald’s was definitely stressful and probably the only really negative experience I had from 

the trip. 

When is the Next Flight?

 Well of course I’m planning to go back! If I could catch a plane heading there tomorrow I 

would. It was such a wonderful experience to be able to get away from, well, America. 

Everything is so much better in France; the food, the tap water, the clothes, and the people 

(everyone looks like a supermodel), at least that’s what I thought. Also to learn the culture of a 

different country and be hands-on with it instead of reading about it in books was an 

unbelievable experience. One thing I could tell you now that is different about dining out is that 

in France the waiter won’t come take your order until you have closed your menu and also won’t 

give you the check unless you ask for it because doing otherwise is considered rude. I remember 

when our tour guide told us that how odd it sounded, because here in America we don’t think 

twice about our waiter dropping off the check and telling us to have nice day but, in France you 



have to flag the waiter down and ask for the bill or you will never leave. Even something as 

simple as that just makes me realize that there is so much more than just our little United States 

and our Fourth of July and Thanksgiving. There are actually other countries out there that speak 

different languages and seem like different worlds; which might have never heard of 

Thanksgiving or the Fourth of July, as odd as that might seem.

One of my favorite things which pulls me into going back to France was when you go 

shopping what you see on the price tag is what you pay, the taxes are already in there, which is 

much easier than trying to figure the taxes while shopping here. Another thing that draws to me 

to France, and I guess Europe in general, is all the history, the architecture, and all the 

monuments. Even just the buildings on the side of the street are works of art in France. Not that I 

have any definite plans or anything to go back to France but, I know I’m going back one day. 

Not to be corny or anything but, I’ve just been thinking that if I decided to travel somewhere to 

get married France would be the perfect place. 

Don’t Make Me Go Back to America:

 Believe me when I say I was NOT homesick. I did not want to leave. I was far from 

finished exploring France when our time was up and we had to head to the airport. Coming back 

to America from the beautifully wonderful France was not something I looked forward to. I 

remember everyone saying, “Oh it’s been wonderful but I just can’t wait to sleep in my own bed. 

I miss my family. I’m tired of living out of a suitcase. I’m just so tired, I miss home.” I couldn’t 

believe my ears! That was the exact opposite of how I felt; I could have stayed forever bouncing 

from hotel to hotel with my one suitcase walking around Paris or Nice or Saint Malo until my 



toes fell off. I had, and still have, no idea when I’m going back so I wanted to soak it all in and 

just hide in a closet where no one could find me until they were forced to go to airport without 

me because they would miss the flight otherwise. I remember waking up that morning we were 

leaving and I was just so exhausted I could not even function. I sloshed down the hallway to the 

elevator and kept pressing the button for the third floor and wondering why the elevator wouldn’t 

move. Well for one the lobby was on the bottom floor and I was already on the third floor, and I 

just kept pressing 3, not understanding why the doors would not close. After a few minutes I 

finally figured it out, I think I was just subconsciously trying to stay in the hotel. 

 During the duration of the nine and a half hour flight I did my best to stay awake by 

watching tons of movies so that I could lessen my jetlag. At one point I got a leg cramp, and I 

was in the middle seat with both people on either side of me asleep. I tried twisting and turning 

and stretching my legs, I bet the person sitting in front of me probably was not too happy with all 

my movement, and eventually the cramp subsided. I was just absolutely miserable on that flight 

because after about six hours of movies I was fed up with them and when I tried to fall asleep I 

just could not get comfortable. Eventually we landed in Atlanta and got onto our bus to head to 

Spain Park High School, I was still rooting that we head back to France but, everyone else was 

just so exhausted and ready to get home. I was very excited to see that I had cell service again 

though after ten days without it, and it was really great to see my family who had waited up until 

midnight just to see that I made it home alright. 

Bonne Appetite!



 I believe that the food I had over the duration of the trip deserves its own topic. It was 

something different every day and it was always fantastic. One of my favorite dinners that we 

had was the lamb after visiting Mont St. Michel. Yeah I know the initial thought is, “What? 

Lamb? Ew, no way,” but it was so good! What really made it so good is that the lambs were 

raised eating grass that was saltier than normal because it was closer to sea and that grass gave 

the lamb a really nice salty flavor. I also really liked that for lunch we were allowed to split up 

and go wherever we wanted. Probably one of the best lunches I had was when my friends and I 

went to a creperie. Let me tell you, crepes are the bomb. We each made sure to get a different 

crepe and all tried a bite of each other’s. My crepe was filled with goat cheese and tomato basil; 

absolutely fantastic. I can hear you guys now at the mention of goat cheese; goat cheese? Nu uh 

gross. I’m telling you though goat cheese is one of the most fantabulous things I have ever 

tasted, hands down. Goat cheese could be a meal all by itself, it’s to die for. Anyways back to the 

crepes, we also ordered some dessert crepes that day at lunch, which is when we decided crepes 

are just the best dessert ever. I got the beurre-sucre crepe, which is just butter and sugar; simple 

but delicious. My friend Jasmine got a crepe which had caramel, vanilla ice cream, caramelized 

apples; needless to say I got a bite of hers. Another thing we always ended getting up at lunch 

and sometimes dinner was diablos. Diablos are carbonated water with all kinds of flavoring 

syrups; you even got to stir it in yourself! I always got strawberry, and by the end of the trip we 

all had our diablo orders memorized. Another thing that I have to mention is the macaroons; if 

you go to France you have got to try them. They were chewier than I expected them to be, which 

is a good thing, and there are so many different flavors! Also you have got to try the Escargot 



(yep snails) you don’t have to like it but, you have at least got to try them. I actually liked 

Escargot because they were flavored with Pesto, and I grew up eating Pesto pizza.

Picture Time!



My delicious goat cheese-tomato basil crepe

Dessert crepe



The fantastic Lamb

Escargot



Macaroons

Diablo fraise (strawberry) with a cute stirring stick



Nice

Statue of David in Nice



Beautiful buildings in Monte Carlo

Eze



Château Chenonceau

Mont St. Michel



Another Château



St. Malo

Crawling through German bunkers in Normandy



American Cemetery in Normandy

Versailles



Hall of Mirrors in Versailles

Arc de Triomphe



Underneath the Eiffel Tower

Just had to put in a selfie in front of the Eiffel Tower 



Notre Dame Cathedral (yeah the one from the Hunch Back of Notre Dame)

The Louvre Museum 



The Twinkling Eiffel Tower

 


